#1 - Walmart
RCA 32" LED-LCD
720p 60Hz HDTV
(3.2" ultra-slim)
$189.00
- 31.5" diagonal screen size
- HDMI Inputs: 2
- wall mountable
- 1366 x 768 resolution
- true 16:9 aspect ratio
- wide viewing angles
- see a clear picture from anywhere in the room
- built-in digital tuner
- remote included
#2 - Best Buy
Toshiba - 32" LED-LCD
720p 60 Hz HDTV
$ 336.99
- 32" diagonal size screen
- HDMI Inputs: 4
- 1366 x 768 resolution
- true 16:9 aspect ratio
- built-in digital tuner
- remote included
- ambient lighting
- channel labeling
- sleep timer
- limited 1 year warranty
#3 - Costco
Vizio 32" 1080p 120 Hz Smart LED HDTV
$289.99
- 31.5" diagonal screen size
- HDMI Inputs: 3
- 1 USB Port
- true 16:9 aspect ratio
- Wi-Fi Enabled
- remote included
- ambient light sensor
- Energy Star 6.0
- Smart TV Apps: Netflix, Amazon Instant Video, Spotify, iheartRadio, VUDU, Hulu Plus, YouTube,
- Dolby Digital Sound
#4 - Overstock.com
TLS 32" 720p 60 Hz LED-LCD TV HDTV
$ 199.13 (Free shipping)
- 32" screen size
- HDMI Inputs: 3
- 1366 x 768 resolution
- true 16:9 aspect ratio
  - 1 USB Port
- built-in digital tuner
  - remote included
- Dolby Digital Sound
  - Energy Star 6.0
Jory would like to purchase a TV for his bedroom. He wants to be able to connect to cable box, as well as a DVD player and his game box. He would like a really clear image for gaming. He has budgeted $300 for the purchase. What should he purchase?
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